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Vicar’s View? 

I have snoozed some people on my Facebook friends list. If you’re not a Facebook user then you’re 

probably not reading this so I’ll assume that you are. If not, ask a young person. I’ve had to do that 

myself several times during lockdown when faced with a baffling bit of technology.  

I haven’t yet removed any parishioners but other people I’ve collected along the way, mostly 

friends of one sort or another. This snoozing (the facility to simply not see what they post for the 

next 30 days) isn’t because we’ve fallen out although, I suspect, it may be what stops us from falling 

out. They have been put into cyber-sleep because some of the things they post and share don’t do 

me any good. I decided at the beginning of the lockdown that what didn’t do me good, or rather, 

what made me feel uneasy, would have to go for the duration.  

Over the last week we’ve seen the very gradual emergence of various parts of our community and 

society from full lockdown. Garden centres are finally able to open their doors, a little way, and 

sell the plants which may otherwise have gone to waste. This, perhaps, seems trivial when we look 

at the large-scale disruption and devastation the Coronavirus has left in its wake, and is still 

leaving. Garden centres, though, for those of us who do a bit of the outdoor activity, can be 

something of a panacea and the result is well-being and calm. Exchanging brief conversations this 

last week whilst on our walks have revealed delight in those who enjoy golfing and fishing for both 

can now be, safely, practised once more.  

This Sunday’s Gospel (please find it on the separate Readings sheet) continues Jesus’ farewell 

discourse in John’s Gospel. This week’s passage begins and ends with love. Jesus uses this word (in 

its different Greek forms) 57 times in this Gospel and uses the term for friend quite a bit too. 

When we think of love in Christian terms it’s likely about how we express that to others – loving 

God and loving neighbour as self. There is plenty to be said, it could be easily argued, for loving 

self too. If we’re not looking after ourselves then looking after others isn’t going to go as well as it 

might. Loving God and loving neighbour are essential, basic tenets of the Christian faith. If we 

don’t do those then I’m not really sure we can pin the Christian badge onto ourselves. We must, 

though, love ourselves, at least sufficiently to be able to do the rest. And that’s why I’ve been 

snoozing people on Facebook.  

As we continue to emerge from the lockdown – and it’s possible that on the first Sunday of July 

some of you may be able to join me in rather that just at church – we’re going to see more 

squabbling and blame-making, more finger-pointing and so-called expert opinions. If they don’t do 

you good then, please, don’t pay them any heed. We need to recover together from the effects of 

both lockdown and pandemic. We don’t know where or how it’s going to end and, when it does, 

how we will need to live, work or worship. We must, though, come through together.  

I continue to see, as I’m sure you do, so many acts of genuine love in our communities. Please, 

though, love yourselves. Do what’s good for you as well as doing what’s good for others.  

 


